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Pro-Link 7/16” Vinyl Link Mat 

Installation & Maintenance 

Recess Installation Instructions 

When installing a mat in a floor recess, first make sure that all foreign material, splattered concrete chips, 

putty, etc., are scraped out of the recess, especially the corners and edges. Remember that any raised 

“lump” in the floor recess will be felt when walking on the mat and could result in premature wear in the 

mat at that point.  

Sweep out the recess and damp mop so that there are no dirt particles left in the well.  

All efforts are made to ensure that mats are cut to fit recess frames. If there have been alterations to the 

size of the frames before concrete has been poured, Amarco Products cannot be held responsible for 

non-fit unless we have been notified well in advance of the manufacture of the mat.  

Pre-cut mats to size can be dropped into place. If there appears to be a hump or bowed effect in the 

matting, usually it can be worked out by contour rolling the mat in the affected area. In cold climates it 

may be necessary to add heat to “iron” out the curvature, but be careful not to burn or scorch the mat.  

Care must be made to ensure that the mats are installed the correct surface up and that units with names 

/ numbers are facing the desired direction.  

Installation of Pro-Link Mat 

Place front and rear edges in place by pulling up a hump in the center of the mat. Then gently step on the 

mat until the hump disappears. This causes the links to bunch up, as they should. A mat is a valuable 

investment.  

 

Maintenance Instructions 

 DO: 

 Vacuum surface daily 

 Roll up and vacuum underneath at least once a week 

 Hose or wet mat and brush with a stiff brush to remove heavy soil. Use a mild detergent or plain 

lukewarm water.  

 Stand mat on end of roll to drain dry.  

 Storing: if a mat must be stored, clean it first and the turn upside down and roll on core. Lay flat – 

NEVER ON END.  

 

DON’T: 

 Don’t pull mat by corners to change position or clean 

 Don’t wash mat with solvents or caustic solutions 

 Never fold a link mat 

 Don’t lift rolled mat without supporting the center of the roll 

 Don’t permit heavy machinery or vehicles to move over the mat.  

 


